Changing SYSCATSPACE Page
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TRANSPORT”

Applies to:
SAP systems on DB2 Version 9.7 Fix Pack 3 SAP and higher. For more information, visit the Landscape
Design and Architecture homepage.

Summary
As of DB2 Version 9.7 Fix Pack 3, DB2 allows you to move from one DB2 database to another database
schema with the new RESTORE ... TRANSPORT option. SAP customers can use this new DB2 capability to
either migrate their system catalog tablespace to a different page size, or to move schemas (and thus entire
SAP instances) from one database to another.
This paper provides a detailed description of how to migrate the DB2 catalog tablespace to a different page
size. In addition, it highlights some of the other possible use cases of the RESTORE ... TRANSPORT option.
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About this Paper
Back in the 90ies, the default page size for SAP systems on DB2 for Linux, UNIX, and Windows was 4KB. All
DB2 tablespaces were created with a page size of 4 KB, including the DB2 catalog tablespace. SAP has
meanwhile changed the default page size for new installations to 16 KB. While this was mainly done to
accommodate the increased row width for Unicode tables, the larger page size also allows that more character
columns are mapped to VARCHAR instead of LONG VARCHAR or LOB. In addition, the larger page size
facilitates more LOB inlining.
Before Version 8.2.2, however, DB2 was not capable of using a page size other than 4 KB. So even for
databases that only had data tablespaces with page size of 16 KB, the SYSCATSPACE tablespace still was on
4 KB. With DB2 Version 8.2.2, you were able to choose a page size other then 4 KB also for the DB2 catalog.
Today, all new SAP system installations are always performed with a uniform page size of 16 KB.
Having multiple page sizes in the database introduces the need of a buffer pool and a system temporary
tablespace per used page size, which increases administration cost. It is therefore beneficial to use a uniform
page size for the database.
Customer who started the deployment of their SAP system with a page size other than 16 KB were able to
migrate their data tablespaces to 16 KB tablespaces using report DB6CONV. However, there was no such
capability for the catalog tablespace. Up to and including DB2 V9.7 FP 3, the only way to migrate the system
catalog to a page size of 16 KB was a complete data migration.
DB2's new RESTORE ... TRANSPORT option transports all tablespaces of a database schema into a different
existing database. A database schema must always be transported completely. This new capability has been
available as of DB2 Version 9.7 FP2. Due to some mandatory APARs, however, you must use DB2 V9.7 FP3
SAP or higher.
You can use the RESTORE ... TRANSPORT option to move the entire SAP schema of a DB2 database over to
a newly created (empty) DB2 database with a 16 KB catalog tablespace, effectively resulting in a catalog page
size migration.
This paper describes in detail how to use the RESTORE… TRANSPORT option with an SAP database so that
the new system is fully functional. Since this procedure does not involve an export or import of all SAP data, it
represents a good option if you want to change the page and extent size of SYSCATSPACE or move your
tablespaces to a SYSCATSPACE with reclaimable storage. In case of a damaged SYSCATSPACE, the
described procedure can also serve as a repair option.
Other use cases of the RESTORE ... TRANSPORT option include the consolidation of SAP schemas into one
target database, or the split of an existing SAP database with multiple schemas into separate databases. SAP
allows consolidating multiple SAP systems in one single DB2 database. This capability is known Multiple
Components in One Database (MCOD). Up to DB2 V9.7 FP3, you would use R3load (or Jload respectively) to
move an SAP schema from one database to another one (for example, a new one). With the RESTORE ...
TRANSPORT option, you can do this with using DB2 means with greatly reduced downtime. In addition, you
can use the RESTORE... TRANSPORT option to split an SAP database with multiple schemas into separate
databases.
MCOD consolidation and split are not covered in this paper. The procedure, however, is very similar to the
described procedure of a catalog migration.

The RESTORE ….. TRANSPORT Option
Normally, the RESTORE DATABASE command is used to recover a database or tablespace after a problem,
such as failure of media, storage, or an application. If you have backed up your database or individual
tablespaces, you can re-create them if they have become damaged or corrupted in some way.
The RESTORE ... TRANSPORT option transports tablespaces and database schemas into a different existing
database. A database schema must always be transported completely. All objects related to the transported
database schemas must be contained in the transported tablespaces and these tablespaces must not contain
objects from other database schemas. This is called a valid transport set. The transport operation does not
create a new database, so the database already has to exist. The transported database schemas must not
exist in the target database.
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If you transport data from a backup image to a different database, the objects contained in the tablespaces
being restored are re-created in the target database, and the tablespace definitions and containers are added
to the target database.
If the database schemas in the source database are protected by any DB2 security settings or authorizations,
the transported database schemas in the target database retain the same settings or authorizations.
In the current version of DB2 V9.7, additional restrictions apply to the RESTORE ... TRANSPORT option.
Check if your database hits any of those limitations as described in the following:


The transport does not re-create table aliases in the target database. In an SAP database, aliases
typically only exist while an SAP system upgrade is running.
Make sure that no aliases exist in your database before you start the procedure. To check, use the
following command that lists all table aliases in your database:
db2 ” select tabschema, tabname from syscat.tables where type = „A‟ “



The transport does not transport range-partitioned tables. Since SAP NetWeaver BW on DB2 for Linux,
UNIX, and Windows uses MDC instead of range partitioning, range-partitioned tables are rarely used.
However, the SAP dictionary tolerates the use of range partitioning. (The correct term for ABAP
systems is ABAP dictionary)
Verify that no range-partitioned tables exist in your database before you start the procedure. To check,
use the following command that lists all table range-partitioned tables in your database:
db2 " select tabschema, tabname from syscat.datapartitionexpression "



Other objects that are not transported are jobs, index extensions, nicknames, servers, wrappers, and
so on. However, these are not created by the SAP system.



The transport is not supported for databases using DB2s database partitioning feature (DPF)



The RESTORE ... TRANSPORT option is not compatible with the RESTORE ... REBUILD option.



The RESTORE ... TRANSPORT option is not supported for a restore from a snapshot backup image.



The transport does not transport objects in DB2 system tablespaces like SYSTOOLSSPACE.

For more information and restrictions of the RESTORE DATABASE and TRANSPORT option, see the IBM
DB2 V9.7 Information Center at:
http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/db2luw/v9r7/index.jsp?topic=/com.ibm.db2.luw.admin.ha.doc/doc/t000
6242.html
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How to Replace or Modify SYSCATSPACE for an Existing SAP System Database.
In the following section, we describe how to modify tablespace SYSCATSPCE by using the RESTORE …
TRANSPORT command in an SAP database. The described steps are necessary to get a healthy system with
a new SYSCATSPACE.
Make sure that you have tested the procedure thoroughly before you apply it to a productive SAP system
database.
In the following, a database and SAP system with name „E72‟ is used. The name of the SAP ABAP schema
and connect user is „sape72‟ and the name of the DB2 instance is „db2e72‟. This implies the following
environment settings:
SAPSYSTEMNAME=E72
DB2INSTANCE=db2e72
DB2DBDFT=E72
dbs_db6_schema=sape72
The example can be easily translated to other system and database names. The SAP system used in the
example has been a Unicode system containing an SAP ABAP stack only.
1.

Create a list of tablespaces containing your user data

You first need to find out which tablespaces contain your SAP data and need to be transported. To do so, enter
the following SQL statement to generate a list of tablespaces that contain objects of a database schema:
db2 "select distinct substr( t.tabschema, 1, 10) schema, substr( tbs.tbspace, 1, 30 )
from syscat.tablespaces tbs, syscat.tables T
where tbs.tbspace IN ( t.tbspace , t.index_tbspace, t.long_tbspace )
order by schema"
In our example, we want to transport only tablespaces that contain objects related to schema SAPE72. The
following list of tablespaces containing objects from schema SAPE72 is returned:
E72#DDICD, E72#DDICI, E72#USER1D, E72#USER1I, E72#BTABD, E72#BTABI, E72#STABD,E72#STABI,
E72#POOLD, E72#POOLI, E72#DOCUD, E72#DOCUI, E72#ES701D, E72#ES701I, E72#SOURCED,
E72#SOURCEI, E72#PROTD, E72#PROTI, E72#LOADD, E72#LOADI, E72#CLUD, E72#CLUI, E72#EL701D,
E72#EL701I, E72#ODSD, E72#ODSI, E72#DIMD, E72#DIMI, E72#FACTD, E72#FACTI
The output of the SQL statement proves that no objects from other schema are contained in these tablespaces.
This means that the tablespaces listed above are a valid transport set.
Note: In current versions of SAP systems, monitoring objects are created in schema SAPTOOLS. The
tablespaces in the SAP system containing objects from SAPTOOLS cannot be transported because some
objects of the SAPTOOLS schema have been created in tablespace SYSTOOLSSPACE and system
tablespaces (that is, tablespaces that start with „SYS‟) cannot be transported. The objects in the SAPTOOLS
schema can later be re-created by reinitializing the DBA Cockpit. However, some historical monitoring data
contained in SAPTOOLS tables is lost during the RESTORE DATABASE … TRANSPORT procedure.

2.

Take an offline backup of the original database

You need a full offline database backup as a basis for the RESTORE … TRANSPORT operation. The backup
can be directed to any target medium. The following command is a simple backup command that creates a
backup image in directory /db2/backup. To compress the backup image, the compress keyword was used:
db2 BACKUP DATABASE E72 TO /db2/backup COMPRESS
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Since we are going to drop the original database, the database configuration of the original database should be
saved. To do this, run the following command and check the contents of the output file:
db2 get db cfg for e72 > saved_db_cfg.txt
The saved database configuration is used in a later step to restore the current configuration.
3.

Drop the original SAP database (optional)

After you have made sure that your backup has finished successfully and the configuration of your source
database has been saved, you can drop the existing SAP database using the following command:
db2 drop database E72
If you want to rebuild your database on a different hardware you can skip this step.

4.

Create a new database

Now, create a new database with the static properties that you would like to achieve. You can do so by running
a CREATE DATABASE command as user db2<dbsid>. Note that you cannot choose all parameters of the
CREATE DATABASE command freely for an SAP system database. The following applies:


The default page size of an SAP system database is 16 KB. If no strong reasons exist, create your
database with a uniform page size for all tablespaces. Do not choose a default page size lower than 16
KB.



The database collating sequence and character set must match the code page of the SAP system.
For an SAP Unicode database, the following clause in the CREATE DATABASE command is
mandatory:
USING CODESET UTF-8 TERRITORY EN_US COLLATE USING IDENTITY_16BIT
The corresponding mandatory clause for an SAP non Unicode database is as follows:
USING CODESET ISO8859-1 TERRITORY EN_US COLLATE USING IDENTITY



The default extent size for newly created tablespaces is 2 pages. If you change this setting, be aware
that more space is wasted for small or empty tables and that the space usage for MDC tables is
affected.

The following CREATE DATABASE command creates a Unicode database using automatic storage with four
storage paths:
db2 “CREATE DATABASE E72 AUTOMATIC STORAGE YES
ON /db2/E72/sapdata1,/db2/E72/sapdata2,/db2/E72/sapdata3,/db2/E72/sapdata4
DBPATH ON /db2/E72
USING CODESET UTF-8 TERRITORY EN_US COLLATE USING IDENTITY_16BIT
PAGESIZE 16 k
DFT_EXTENT_SZ 2”
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5.

Restore the database parameters from the source database

You have to change the DB parameters to original values to ensure a correct configuration for an SAP system
database and to ensure the SAP system is prepared for the RESTORE … TRANSPORT command in step 6.
Restore the original SAP DB2 configuration parameters that you have saved in step 1 using the “db2 get db cfg
… “ and “db2 update db cfg …” commands.
Set the database parameters of the new database according to the parameters saved in file saved_db_cfg.txt.

6.

Enable log archival

To use the RESTORE DATABASE … TRANSPORT option, you must enable log archival for the target
database. Therefore, the database parameter LOGRETAIN must be set to ON. You might have already set this
database parameter to ON in the previous step. Activating this parameter using the following command
changes the database from circular logging to archival logging:
db2 update db cfg for E72 using LOGRETAIN ON
DB2 enforces a full database backup after this change.
You must perform a backup before DB2 allows new connections after parameter LOGRETAIN has been
activated. If no backup has been performed, DB2 returns SQL1116N on connection requests.
Since the target database has been newly created and is empty at this point in time, a dummy backup to
/dev/null is sufficient. After all steps of this example have been completed, you must take a full fresh backup as
follows.
db2 backup database E72 to /dev/null

7.

Attach all SAP tablespaces to the new database

The RESTORE DATABASE … TRANSPORT command is used to attach all ABAP tablespaces for schema
SAPE72 to the new database. This process ensures that the physical and logical objects contained in the
tablespaces being restored are re-created in the target database and the tablespace definitions and containers
are added to target database as well.
Typically, an SAP ABAP or Java system contains tables, indexes, primary keys, and views. In rare cases, it
also contains triggers. All these objects are re-created in the target database by the RESTORE DATABASE …
TRANSPORT command. The command also fills the DB2 system catalog tables with the statistics information
from the source database. For a complete list of transported objects, see the IBM documentation.
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In our example, we transport only tablespaces that contain objects of schema SAPE72. The corresponding list
of tablespaces was derived in step 1. Run the command as DB2 instance owner, in this case db2e72. The
RESTORE DATABASE … TRANSPORT command corresponding to our example is as follows:
db2 “ RESTORE DATABASE E72
TABLESPACE( E72#DDICD, E72#DDICI, E72#USER1D, E72#USER1I, E72#BTABD, E72#BTABI,
E72#STABD,E72#STABI, E72#POOLD, E72#POOLI, E72#DOCUD, E72#DOCUI, E72#ES701D, E72#ES701I,
E72#SOURCED, E72#SOURCEI, E72#PROTD, E72#PROTI, E72#LOADD, E72#LOADI, E72#CLUD,
E72#CLUI, E72#EL701D, E72#EL701I, E72#ODSD, E72#ODSI, E72#DIMD, E72#DIMI, E72#FACTD,
E72#FACTI)
SCHEMA (sape72) FROM /db2/backup
TRANSPORT INTO E72 “

8.

Transfer ownership of transported objects

In the source database, all objects of the SAP database schema are owned by the SAP connect user. The
RESTORE DATABASE … TRANSPORT command transfers the ownership of all objects in the transported
schemas to the DB2 instance owner, in this case db2e72. Therefore, the next step after transporting objects is
to transfer ownership of all objects back to the SAP connect user.
Run TRANSFER OWNERSHIP commands to change ownership of database tables, views and indexes. On
UNIX-based operation systems, you can use the shell command to directly execute all “TRANSFER
OWNERSHIP” commands that are generated by DB2 CLP commands. For systems based on Windows, you
might have to pipe the output of the first DB2 CLP command into a file and execute it in a second step as
follows:
db2 “ grant connect, bindadd, creattab, implicit_schema, load, create_external_routine on database to user
sape72”
db2 “ grant execute on function sape72.db6pmcf to public”
db2 “ grant execute on function sape72.db6pm_lst to public “
db2 “ select 'db2 ' || x'27' || ' transfer ownership of table sape72.'
|| x'22' || tabname || x'22' || ' to user sape72 preserve privileges '
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|| x'27' from syscat.tables where tabschema = 'SAPE72' and type = 'T' " | sh
db2 " select 'db2 ' || x'27' || ' transfer ownership of view sape72.'
|| x'22' || tabname || x'22' || ' to user sape72 preserve privileges '
|| x'27' from syscat.tables where tabschema = 'SAPE72' and type = 'V' " | sh
db2 " select 'db2 ' || x'27' || ' transfer ownership of index sape72.'
|| x'22' || indname || x'22' || ' to user sape72 preserve privileges '
|| x'27' from syscat.indexes where indschema = 'SAPE72' " | sh

Check if the output of the commands contains errors.

Revoke privileges on transported objects from instance owner (Optional)
The TRANSFER OWNERSHIP command in the previous section has been run with PRESERVE PRIVLEGES
clause. In current DB2 versions, this clause is mandatory and leaves explicit privileges for the instance owner.
These privileges cause no harm but need to be revoked explicitly if you want to restrict data access on SAP
system tables for the instance owner.
Similar to the previous section, you need to run explicit REVOKE commands to take away those privileges from
the instance owner. Since the instance owner cannot REVOKE privileges from itself, you need to temporarily
grant the ACCESSCTRL privilege to the connect user.
As user db2<dbsid>, execute the following command:
db2 “grant ACCESSCTRL on database to user sape72”
Connect to the database as user sape72 and execute the following series of commands:
db2 “ select 'db2 ' || x'27' || ' revoke CONTROL on '
|| x'22' || tabname || x'22' || ' from user db2e72 '
|| x'27' from syscat.tables where tabschema = 'SAPE72' " | sh
db2 “ select 'db2 ' || x'27' || ' revoke CONTROL on index '
|| x'22' || indname || x'22' || ' from user db2e72 '
|| x'27' from syscat.indexes where indschema = 'SAPE72' " | sh
db2 “ select 'db2 ' || x'27' || ' revoke ALL on '
|| x'22' || tabname || x'22' || ' from user db2e72 '
|| x'27' from syscat.tables where tabschema = 'SAPE72' " | sh
Connect to the database as user db2<dbsid> again and revoke the ACCESSCTRL privilege from user sape72
as follows:
db2 “revoke ACCESSCTRL on database from user sape72”
Run “db6_update_db script” and grant missing privileges
The db6_update_db script validates your configuration settings and repair some of the settings that have been
lost during the RESTORE … TRANSPORT procedure. For example, it re-creates the DB2 system tablespaces
SYSTOOLSPACE and SYSTOOLSTMPSPACE that could not be transported and it performs additional grants
for the connect user. For more information, see SAP Notes 1304436 and 1363169.
The latest version of the script is attached to SAP Note 1365982. The script itself does not perform immediate
changes. It analyses the database and generates an output script that you can check for plausibility before you
apply the suggested changes to your database.
Run the db6_update_db script and its output script as user db2<dbsid>.
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Re-create tablespaces using the DBA Cockpit
In this stage, the SAP system is almost fully functional again but some tablespaces that are used for monitoring
functions have been lost. The SAPTOOLSPACE and SAPTOOLSTMPSPACE tablespaces do not yet exist
since RESTORE … TRANSPORT cannot transport database schemas that have dependent objects in DB2
system tablespaces. If you created your database using automatic storage, the DBA Cockpit automatically recreates these tablespaces for you. To do this, start your SAP system, log on and call transaction
DBACOCKPIT. If the DBA Cockpit cannot create the tablespace, an appropriate error message is returned. For
more information about the SAPTOOLS tablespace, see SAP Note 1111597.
Take a backup of your new database
Your SAP system and database should be fully functional now. As a last step, you need to take a full backup of
your new database to bring it back into a recoverable state.
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Related Content
IBM DB2 Database for Linux, UNIX, and Windows Information Center
Using Restore
DB2 V9.7 Database Schema Transporting
For more information, visit the Landscape Design and Architecture homepage.
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